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Lesson Four: Spies and Espionage
A DAngErouS gAmE
The literature of espionage explores the world of spies, intelligence and counter-intelligence. Wikipedia’s entry on espionage says it “involves a 
government or individual obtaining information that is considered secret or confidential without the permission of the holder of the information. 
Espionage is inherently clandestine, as it is taken for granted that it is unwelcome and, in many cases illegal and punishable by law.”

For the government and country that is the target of spies, the fear and danger come from the leak of information that could lead to an attack, the 
injury or death of citizens, and/or a subversion of the country’s values and goals. For the spy, the fear and danger come from being discovered, 
captured, and possibly imprisoned, tortured or even killed. Sometimes there is another twist: if the spy is unsuccessful in their mission, they 
may be under the threat of punishment by their own government. 

A Spy By Any othEr nAmE
Spies are called a variety of other names. Look up “spy” in a theasaurus and you’ll find many of these words:

 
Are all of these words interchangeable or do some words indicate different types of spies? Before researching, what do you think are the 
differences between a Mole, a Plant, and a Scout? Now, use reference sources to research the words and see how close you are to the 

truth. Did you find definitive answers or is there some flexibility in the use of the words on the list above?

CyBEr ESpionAgE
The advances in Information Technology have led to a new kind of agent: the cyber-spy. Hackers, programmers, and other people with IT 
capabilities regularly try to infiltrate government and corporate networks, hijack public video surveillance equipment, and commit acts of 
cyber sabotage. Increasingly, spies don’t just take photos of secret documents with mini cameras; they infiltrate computer systems to get the 
information they seek.

thiS CALLS For A Spy!
All types of literature, but especially mysteries, often call for a character to spy or practice subterfuge in order to get information. These 
characters can go undercover, observe the actions of other characters, or even break into computer networks.

Think of books you have read or movies you have seen where characters have used spy techniques to gain information or solve a crime. 
What types of techniques did the characters use? Would they have been able to get the information or solve the crime any other way?

Spy LitErAturE
Spy High by A.J. Butcher
I’d Tell You I Love You, But Then I’d Have to Kill You by Ally Carter
Stormbreaker by Anthony Horowitz
Traitor by Andy McNab
The Recruit by Robert Muchamore
H.I.V.E. by Mark Walden
The Gadget by Paul Zindel

More titles can be found on the Itasca Library website:
www.itascalibrary.org/community/teens/hey-read-this/recommended-reading-for-teen-spy-stories

ONLINE LESSON EXTENSION

•	 Agent
•	 Double Agent
•	 Emissary
•	 Foreign Agent
•	 Informer 
•	 Inside Agent

•	 Lookout
•	 Mole
•	 Observer 
•	 Operative
•	 Plant
•	 Scout

•	 Sleeper Agent

•	 Snoop

•	 Spook

•	 Undercover Agent

•	 Watcher



hAvE A Spy pArty!
Get in Costume…

Spy Disguises from Top Spy Secrets: www.topspysecrets.com/spy-disguises.html

Make It a Challenge to Infiltrate the Party…

Use duct tape or streamers to create a “laser beam” obstacle that teens have to maneuver through. Design it to look 
similar to the fourth picture on this Chicken Babies blog page: chickenbabies.blogspot.com/2010/11/super-spy-
training-birthday-party.html.

Other Ideas…

Spies go around the world, so serve food from around the world.

Have a scavenger hunt for “information” or “clues” planted around the room, library or school. Provide prizes for 
spies who gather the most important intel.

hAvE A myStEry pArty!
Murder Mystery Library Party from Carleton College:  
www.carleton.edu/campus/library/reference/workshops/MurderMystery.html

Teen Mystery Parties from Idaho Commission for Libraries: libraries.idaho.gov/page/teen-mystery-parties

lesson #4: online lesson extension


